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Structure of this talk
1. Multi-physics calculations with Monte Carlo neutronics.
2. Multi-physics approach in Serpent 2.
3. Multi-physics interface formats.
4. Some user examples.
5. Coupled calculation routines.
6. Current capabilities, limitations and future work.

Multi-physics with Monte Carlo neutronics

Need for Monte Carlo multi-physics
Monte Carlo neutron tracking was initially developed for applications where materials have a
homogeneous temperature and density distribution:
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Criticality safety
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Group constant generation
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Extending Monte Carlo neutronics from its traditional tasks in reactor analysis to directly
simulating an operating nuclear reactor requires dealing with realistic temperature and density
profiles.

Need for Monte Carlo multi-physics
Monte Carlo neutron tracking was initially developed for applications where materials have a
homogeneous temperature and density distribution:
I

Criticality safety

I

Radiation shielding and detector modeling

I

Group constant generation

Extending Monte Carlo neutronics from its traditional tasks in reactor analysis to directly
simulating an operating nuclear reactor requires dealing with realistic temperature and density
profiles.
1. Capability to consider detailed material temperature and density distributions in neutron
tracking.
2. Way to easily pass temperature and density data into the Monte Carlo code as well as to
the neutron tracking routine. (multi-physics interface)
3. Capability to work as a part of a coupled calculation sequence. (coupled calculation
routines)

Multi-physics approach in Serpent 2

Multi physics capabilities
I

In multi-physics calculations, Serpent 2 makes use of three important techniques in the
neutron tracking:
1. The rejection sampling of neutron path lengths.
2. The capability to handle the temperature dependence of microscopic cross sections on-the-fly by
the Target Motion Sampling (TMS) temperature treatment1 .
3. The capability to model arbitrarily refined density distributions2

I

Combining these methods allows the efficient modeling of materials with arbitrarily refined
temperature and density distributions.

1
T. Viitanen, "Development of a stochastic temperature treatment technique for Monte Carlo neutron tracking", Doctoral thesis,
Aalto University (2015)
2
J. Leppänen. “Modeling of Nonuniform Density Distributions in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo Code”. In: Nucl. Sci. Eng. 174
(2013), pp. 318–325.
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Figure 1 : Multi-physics coupling scheme in Serpent 2
I

The multi-physics coupling scheme in Serpent 2 operates on two levels3 :
1. Internal light-weight solvers for thermal hydraulics (COSY) and fuel behavior (FINIX4 , 5 ).
2. External coupling via a universal multi-physics interface.

3

J. Leppänen, T. Viitanen, and V. Valtavirta. “Multi-Physics Coupling Scheme in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo Code”. In: Trans.
Am. Nucl. Soc. 107 (2012), pp. 1165–1168.
4
T. Ikonen et al. “FINIX – Fuel Behavior Model and Interface for Multiphysics Applications.” In proc. TopFuel 2013. Charlotte,
NC, Sept. 15-19, 2013.
5
T. Ikonen et al. “Module for thermomechanical modeling of LWR fuel in multiphysics simulations.” Annals of Nuclear Energy
(submitted).
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Figure 2 : Multi-physics coupling scheme in Serpent 2
I

The main function of the multi-physics interface is to separate the
state point information from the Monte Carlo geometry model:
•

For the tracking routine this means that the temperature and density distributions can be handled
efficiently using the rejection sampling methodology and TMS.

•

For the user this means that the solution from the external coupling can be passed into Serpent
without any modifications in the main input.

Multi-physics interface formats

Multi-physics interface formats
Genuinely high fidelity solutions to coupled problems can be obtained by coupling
state-of-the-art solvers to Serpent 2 via the universal multi-physics interface.
The coupling using the multi-physics interface is based on the sequential exchange of input and
output files. The file formats are intended to be general and not limited to any particular solver or
code.
Various formats6,7,8 :
1. Weighted average of point-wise values.
2. Piece-wise constant distribution on a regular mesh (voxel)
3. User specified functional dependence
4. Special interface for fuel performance codes
5. Unstructured mesh based interface for CFD code coupling

6
J. Leppänen. “Modeling of Nonuniform Density Distributions in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo Code”. In: Nucl. Sci. Eng. 174
(2013), pp. 318–325.
7
V. Valtavirta et al. “The Universal Fuel Performance Code Interface in Serpent 2”. In: TopFuel 2013. Charlotte, NC, Sept.
15-19, 2013.
8
J. Leppänen et al. “Unstructured Mesh Based Multi-physics Interface for CFD Code Coupling in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo
Code”. In: PHYSOR 2014. Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 28 - Oct. 3, 2014.

Type 1: Interpolation of point-wise values
Overview

The point-average interface is a way to bring in temperatures and densities
for a single material in a number of discrete points in the geometry. During
neutron transport Serpent will calculate the temperature and density in an
interaction point as an average of the values of nearby interface points.
I

Ideal if you can easily get point-wise data from your solver and
interpolation gives a good representation of the solution.

I

Interpolation can be based on distance, square distance etc.

I

Power distribution can be tallied and output in axial and radial bins of
pin-type objects.

Type 2: Piecewise constant on a regular mesh (voxel) interface
Overview

The regular mesh based interface is a way to bring in temperatures and
densities on a regular cartesian or hexagonal mesh. The format has a wide
variety of uses such as bringing in information from nodal codes,
channel/subchannel codes etc.
I

Ideal for bringing in results from solvers that use a regular mesh.

I

Cartesian and hexagonal meshes currently supported.

I

Power distribution can be tallied and output in axial and radial bins of
pin-type objects.

Type 2: Piecewise constant on a regular mesh interface
Geometry plot

Figure 3 : 3x3 subassembly simulated with Serpent - SUBCHANFLOW. Coolant temperature and density
distributions brought to Serpent using regular mesh based interface.

Types 5 & 6: Fuel performance code interface
Overview

The fuel behavior interface has been designed specifically for
coupling Serpent with traditional fuel performance codes using the
so-called 1.5-dimensional geometry representation.
The interface can be used to bring in the radial temperature
distribution, as well as the radial deformation of the fuel rod and
cladding into Serpent.
I

Ideal for coupling to fuel performance/behavior codes.

I

The temperature distribution is given for a set of radial nodes
separately for each axial layer.

I

Radial thermal expansion can also be given and the effects on
local material density will be taken in account.

I

Step-profile or linear interpolation can be used for the
temperature distribution in the radial direction.

I

Power distribution can be tallied and output in axial, angular
and radial bins for each rod type using the interface.

Types 5& 6: Fuel performance code interface
Geometry plot

Figure 4 : 3x3 subassembly simulated with Serpent - SUBCHANFLOW. Fuel temperature distribution brought
to Serpent using fuel performance code interface.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Overview

The unstructured mesh based interface was
designed to bring in solutions from solvers based on
unstructured meshes (e.g. many finite volume or
finite element codes).
The unstructured mesh based interface format is
based on a point-face-cell hierarchy, where the user
gives a number of points (vertices) that can be
combined into a set of planar faces, which make up a
set of closed convex cells. The input format is based
on the OpenFOAM file format.
I

Ideal for CFD and other FV/FEM solvers.

I

Supports any polyhedron types with some
basic quality requirements for the mesh.

I

Power distribution can be scored and output
directly on the unstructured mesh.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Translating interaction coordinates to the correct unstructured mesh cell is difficult since the
mesh is by its definition, unstructured.
One certain way to find the correct cell is to loop over all of the cells in the interface mesh testing,
whether the point falls into that cell. Since unstructured meshes regularly contain millions of
elements, this approach is much too slow.
To speed up the cell search, Serpent uses the search mesh approach, where a regular cartesian
mesh is overlaid on top of the geometry. In each of the cartesian mesh cells, a short list of
interface cells that reside in that cartesian mesh cell is stored.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 5 : Serpent assembly geometry with unstructured mesh drawn with black.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 6 : Geometry plot, fuel temperatures given with unstructured mesh based interface.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 7 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 1 level, size 2.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 8 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 1 level, size 128.
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Figure 9 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 1 level, size 2.
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Figure 10 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 2 levels, sizes 2, 2.
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Figure 11 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 3 levels, sizes 2, 2, 2.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 12 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 4 levels, sizes 2, 2, 2, 2.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 13 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 5 levels, sizes 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 14 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 6 levels, sizes 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.

Types 7–9: Unstructured mesh based interface
Search mesh

Figure 15 : Geometry plot with search mesh: 7 levels, sizes 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.

Multi-physics interfaces
Usage

Write the temperature and/or density distribution calculated by the external solver to a file using
one of the multi-physics interface formats.
Link the resulting file to your Serpent geometry using the ifc input-card.
If your interface provides a temperature distribution for the material, remove the Doppler
preprocessor tmp-card from the material definition9 .
Run the simulation.
The tallied power distribution will be printed into a machine readable plain text file.

9

The temperature treatment will be done on-the-fly using TMS

Multi-physics interfaces
Usage

Write the temperature and/or density distribution calculated by the external solver to a file using
one of the multi-physics interface formats.
Link the resulting file to your Serpent geometry using the ifc input-card.
If your interface provides a temperature distribution for the material, remove the Doppler
preprocessor tmp-card from the material definition10 .
Run the simulation.
The tallied power distribution will be printed into a machine readable plain text file.
Notes:
If an interface is linked to a certain material, Serpent will use the interface to find the temperature
and/or density for that material throughout the geometry.
Make sure that the interface definition covers the whole material region.
Detailed usage instructions can be found in the Serpent-wiki:
http://serpent.vtt.fi/mediawiki/index.php/Multi-physics_interface

10

The temperature treatment will be done on-the-fly using TMS

User examples

User example: Serpent / ARES

I

I

Serpent used to generate group constants for
simulator code ARES (BEAVRS full core PWR).
After ARES solution has been obtained, the
neutronics of ARES can be benchmarked
against Serpent.
Thermal hydraulic fields taken directly from
ARES solution.
• Tfuel , Tmoder and ρmoder passed to
•
•
•

I

Serpent on a regular cartesian mesh (voxel
interface).
Exactly the same temperature and density fields.
Exactly the same cross section library base.
Comparison of power distribution.

Best possible computational benchmark for the
neutronics model of ARES.
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Figure 16 : Node moderator temperatures from
ARES
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Figure 17 : Node moderator temperatures from
ARES
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I

After ARES solution has been obtained, the
neutronics of ARES can be benchmarked
against Serpent.
Thermal hydraulic fields taken directly from
ARES solution.
• Tfuel , Tmoder and ρmoder passed to
•
•
•

I

Serpent on a regular cartesian mesh (voxel
interface).
Exactly the same temperature and density fields.
Exactly the same cross section library base.
Comparison of power distribution.

Best possible computational benchmark for the
neutronics model of ARES.
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Figure 18 : Node moderator temperatures from
ARES
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I

Serpent used to generate group constants for
simulator code ARES (BEAVRS full core PWR).

Density (g/cm )

I

User example: Serpent / SUBCHANFLOW11

I

Full core PWR model.

I

Power distribution solved by Serpent
on a pin-by-pin level.

I

Thermal hydraulics solved by
SUBCHANFLOW on a subchannel
(pin-by-pin) level.
• Tfuel , Tmoder and ρmoder
passed back to Serpent on a regular
cartesian mesh (voxel interface).

I

Result: Self-consistently solved
high-fidelity coupled neutronics and
thermal-hydraulics of whole core.

Figure 19 : Pin powers predicted by SSS2/SCF SBCH
11
M. Daeubler et al., "High-fidelity coupled Monte Carlo neutron transport and thermal-hydraulic simulations using Serpent
2/SUBCHANFLOW", Ann. Nucl. Energy, 83, pp. 352

User example: Serpent / OpenFOAM12

I

Mock up full length assembly.

I

Power distribution solved by Serpent on a
sub-pin level.

I

Flow field and heat transfer solved by
OpenFOAM on a detailed level.
• Tfuel , Tmoder and ρmoder passed
back to Serpent on an unstructured mesh.

I

Result: Self-consistently solved
extra-high-fidelity coupled neutronics and
thermal-hydraulics of a small system.

Figure 20 : Temperature distribution in OpenFOAM
(top) and in Serpent (bottom, mirrored vertically).
12
Riku Tuominen, "Coupling Serpent and OpenFOAM for Neutronics – CFD multi-physics calculations," M.Sc. Thesis, Aalto
University (2015) (riku.tuominen@vtt.fi)

User example: Serpent / ANSYS CFX13

I

3x3 full length subassembly.

I

Power distribution solved by Serpent on a
sub-pin level.

I

Flow field and heat transfer solved by CFX
on a detailed level.
• Tfuel , Tmoder and ρmoder passed
•

I

back to Serpent as a point-field.
Serpent interpolates interaction
temperature and density from point-field.

Steady state or inlet temperature ramp
calculations.

13

Work by Anni Schulze (schulze@lrst.rwth-aachen.de)

User example: SerpentFOAM14

I

Full core simulations.

I

Neutronics solved by Serpent.

I

Heat transfer and CFD solved by
OpenFOAM.

I

Material temperatures and
densities passed to Serpent in
interaction points via internal
coupling.

Figure 21 : Effect of control rod insertion on the power distribution
in the TMSR-SF reactor
14

Work by Manuele Aufiero (manuele.aufiero@gmail.com)

Coupled calculation routines

Coupled calculation routines
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Figure 22 : Schematic illustration of coupled calculation sequence with internal coupling.

Coupled calculation routines
Coupled calculation sequence
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Figure 23 : Schematic illustration of coupled calculation sequence with external coupling. File based or
POSIX signalling is used between wrapper code and Serpent 2.

Coupled calculation routines
A communication mode can be given to Serpent in the input-file by either giving the process-id to
communicate with

set ppid <ppid>
or by giving the filenames used for signalling

set comfile <comfile.in> <comfile.out>
Serpent will then send a SIGUSR1 POSIX-signal after each neutronics solution has been
completed and wait for updated interfaces.
After the interfaces have been updated, the coupling program sends a SIGUSR1 signal back to
Serpent to wake it up to continue the iteration.
Maximum number of iterations can be given with

set ccmaxiter <niter>

Coupled calculation routines
To help with source convergence and reduce the number of required inactive cycles, Serpent can
use the final fission source of the previous iteration as the initial source distribution for the next
iteration. Fission source passing can be enabled with

set fsp 1 <ncycles>
Serpent will automatically relax the power distribution printed out through the multi-physics
interface using a stochastic approximation based relaxation scheme.
The relaxation can be disabled by setting

set relfactor 0
Since the material temperature distributions are not known initially, the TMS-temperature
treatment majorant and minorant have to be set by hand in the material definitions with

mat <name> <density> tft <tmin> <tmax>

Current status

Current status - features
I

Arbitrarily refined temperature and density distributions for materials can be taken in
account in neutron tracking in an efficient manner.

I

Several interface formats for coupling of different types of codes.

I

Complex irregular geometries can be defined easily (Unstructured mesh / STL).

I

Dynamic simulation mode applicable for fast transients.

I

Slow transients can be simulated using new delayed neutron emission model. (next
presentation)

I

Users have successfully coupled several codes to Serpent 2.
•

For real applications too.

Current status - limitations
I

The TMS method cannot adjust temperatures of probability table sampling of unresolved
resonances.

I

The internal COSY solver for thermal hydraulics has been coupled to Serpent, but the
coupling needs further testing and polishing.

I

QOL: New transient simulation mode works with multi-physics interfaces, but does not work
with coupled calculation routines yet.

I

Gamma heating is not included in the neutron transport simulation. (Coupled
neutron-gamma simulations are WIP)

Thank you for your attention!
Questions and comments are well appreciated.
Ville.Valtavirta@vtt.fi

